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Places API Congratulations! You’re one of over 100 million Google Maps customers worldwide to have successfully deployed Google’s Maps API product. So we wanted to take a moment to share some additional features to make your website or mobile application an even better experience for your customers. One of the most familiar features of Google Maps is autocomplete, Google’s ‘type ahead’ functionality. Autocomplete can be used, where as the user types their address, suggestions are made as to what the correct address is.



Every Google Maps consumer is familiar with this, its how maps.google.com works.



Autocomplete improves your customer‘s experience by providing a better search experience to help users locate your stores; and reduces errors by allowing them to validate their delivery and billing address details. This functionality can be added to both your web and mobile application immediately if you have purchased a Maps API license and you‘re not tracking assets. Asset tracking customers will need to purchase additional API credits to cover their Places API consumption.



HOW DOES IT WORK?



When a user starts typing an address, autocomplete will fill in the rest. The Google Places API provides a search box widget with this functionality so there’s no need to parse inaccurate user entries. This is a significant enhancement for the user as they don’t have to enter their complete address, on average it take 5-12 keypresses before the correct address is shown. Also, it reduces errors as the address suggested is a valid and correct address.



KEY BENEFITS



You can greatly enhance your application’s user experience by providing Autocomplete functionality for both address input, points of interest, and search terms.



= Improved customer experience: Customers can easily locate and navigate to your stores. = Reduced costs: Customers are able to validate both their billing and shipping addresses and reducing the number of packages being returned due to an incorrect address. = Increased Conversion: Improved check-out efficiency directly improves the add-to-basket.



There are many additional features to make Autocomplete an even better experience on your website. Here are some tips to make the most out of autocomplete:



= Improve the experience by biasing the results to a particular geographic area, such as the map viewport, or restricting the search to a particular country. This will insure that the results most relevant to your users are surfaced first. = You can style the autocomplete results by defining your own custom styles, to match the look and theme of your website. = Combine with other Places API features, such as Nearby Search, to provide an all-in-on local search experience, complete with nearby point of interest listings and business photos. = Need to call Autocomplete from a server? Use the Google Places Autocomplete web service. = Building a mobile app? The Google Places API for Android can provide a great Autocomplete experience for address entry in your mobile application.



SEE HOW YOuR FEllOW GOOGlE MapS cuSTOMERS uSE OuR OTHER apIs



Travel around the world and back, using Expedia to find hotels in the center of the action.



Test drive your next car at a nearby VW dealership.



Live like the locals do - find an Airbnb host at your next destination.



FEATURES USED: 3D Rendering Click Events



FEATURES USED: Custom Info Windows Satellite Imagery Marker Clustering



FEATURES USED: Polygons Street View API Projections



WANT TO FIND OUT MORE? Our Customer Success team will work with you to determine how the solution will work best for your organization. For more information about this offering or to learn more about how customizing Google Maps can impact your business, please contact us at: North and South America: [email protected] Europe, Middle East and Africa: [email protected] Asia Pacific: [email protected]
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The Google Places API for Android can provide a great Autocomplete experience for address entry in your mobile application. Places API. Improved customer ... 
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